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Scaeva - The Red Eclipse



Patch 5.0



Juyo-Rotation



1. Overview

Force Rend and Deadly Saber float through the rotation, in a new iteration both

attacks will appear at different positions. This allows to shorten the duration from

originally 24 GCDs to only 12 GCDs.

All important attacks of this class are repeated immediately after the end of their

cooldowns. (6, 8 or 12 GCDs)

It is ONE rotation to fight single or multiple enemies, you can instantly switch

between the 2 operation modes without any preparation. The rotation is easy to use,

apart from Force Leap there is no opening sequence.

2. Fights against a single enemy:

Force Rend appears in this rotation at 3 different positions in combination with a

filling attack. Those spots are marked with yellow boxes.

Skip that filler if Force Rend was available. If the cooldown prevents the use of

Force Rend a different attack has to be picked instead.

In fights against a single enemy only ONE attack is used, never both!

The available energy influences/limits the choice of that filler:

Assault or Force Choke are options at the testdummy to increase the energy level.

In addition one of the two Vicious Slashes in Quickbar 2 can be replaced with an

Assault.

Vicious Slash is the standard attack against a single enemy, in raids there is

normally enough energy for this attack.

Force Scream deals more damage than a Vicious Slash, but consumes 2 more units of

energy. Avoid this attack if you run out of resources a couple of GCDs later on,

that would reduce the DPS.

Compared to the testdummy there are game mechanics in raids and PVP matches that

provide additional energy. (e.g. „Cloak of Rage”, Brazen reduces the cooldown of

Berserk, Hemorrhage can affect several enemies, more than 1 Force Leap...)

In some fights there is enough energy to use Force Screams on cooldown.

3. Fights against several enemies

Smash is always used in column 6, also if Force Rend was available.

It will add one additional GCD, but also delays the third stack of Deadly Saber.

This increases impact of that dot. (-&gt; 6 ticks per activation instead of ca. 5.5)

The Annihilation Marauder is great to fight against a single enemy, but as all other

dotspecs in SWTOR this class really shines in group fights. If possible try to avoid

single targets.
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Spoiler

Special Situations:

a.) The 2 dots are spread by the single target rotation with Smash as filler, even without adding an

additional Smash after Force Rend. Useful in some situations where one target has to be killed

quickly while other enemies are in range of Smash, e.g. final bossfight DP, Dark Council or in PVPmatches.

b.) Switch targets in fights against weak enemies, this reduces the risk of landing a killing blow

before the dots can be spread.

c.) Large (8+) numbers of enemies e.g. wave of adds before the Bulo bossfight:

After spreading the 2 dots there is no need to build them again. Force Rend and Rupture can be

replaced with Sweeping Slashes.

//Spoiler



4. Adaptations to different Environments

4.1 Testdummy

At the testdummy the regeneration of energy is limited. „Thirst for Rage“ and Force

Choke (in combination with the perk “Strangulate”) can help to increase the energy

level. For parses check out the information in section 8.2.

Testdummy parses do not reflect the performance during raids or PVP-matches. The

dotspread cannot be simulated and energy levels (~&gt; possible filling attacks) are

completely different. The rotation is optimised for raids, not for the testdummy.

Spoiler

Under patch 4.x the rotation provided enough energy at the testdummy to use Slash or Smash as

standard attacks.

With patch 5.0 the duration of Ravage is shortened to 1 GCD, another attack has to be used to fill

the gap. Assault has to be chosen quite often as filler to compensate the additional energy costs .

The new gear will offer a much higher pool of points that can (also) be assigned to the crit rate,

this will indirectly reduce the frequency of Assaults.

//Spoiler



4.2 Raid

The perk „Cloak of Rage“ is obligatory, it generates up to 9 additional units of

energy per iteration.

“Brazen“ is recommended as it shortens the cooldown of Berserk.

4.3 PVP

For PVP matches I assign Smash as default attack to column 6, there are many

occations where it is possible to spread the dots to several enemies. If there is

only one enemy around Smash is replaced with a better single target attack.

5. Synchronisation of Annihilate

1st iteration: Annihilate (Quickbar 3, Pos 4) has to be replaced with a different

attack.

2nd iteration: Annihilate (Quickbar 2, Pos. 1) must be shifted to Quickbar 1, after

Pos. 3, Battering Assault.

Afterwards the rotation is synchronised.

6. Berserk and Deadly Saber

The two attacks after Deadly Saber set the counter for that dot to 2. Force Rend

does not add a stack, but the next attack increases the counter to 3. Berserk will

have the greatest impact on DS if activated directly after Force Rend, dots with 3

stacks will autocrit.

In this rotation the 30th stack of Berserk can be reached at any point of the 12

GCDs. Some attacks directly build 4 stacks, the perk Brazen indirectly genererates 2

units when the Marauder suffers damage. Berserk can become available while casting

Force Leap, Force Rend, Force Scream, Smash, Battering Assault, Assault, Ravage,

Dual Saber Throw or Force Choke.

The distance between reaching the 30th stack and activating Berserk matters:

If Berserk was built directly at Force Rend a minimal number of stacks are lost.

This is the best case.
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The situation looks different if Berserk becomes available 1 GCD after Force Rend.

Delaying the activation of that buff until the next Force Rend will lead to a large

number of unused Berserk stacks, all over 30 are lost.

The position of maximum impact is 7 GCDs away, depending on the attacks that are

used you can lose up to 4x7=28 stacks.

While getting attacked the perk Brazen would generate up to 2x7=14 stacks and Deadly

Saber instantly builds 4 stacks.

This example describes the worst case, there are situations where delaying Berserk

does not make any sense at all.

Therefore I do not try to delay Berserk more than 1 or 2 GCDs, in many cases I will

activate it right after its proc. Weaker dots are buffed, but Berserk can be used in

a much higher frequency.

- More dots are buffed

- Critical hits with dots will increase the energy level, this allows better

filling attacks

- The setbonus leads to a damage buff

- Hunger will heal other raid members more frequently

7. Dual Saber Throw and Pulverize

There are 2 different uses of Dual Saber Throw:

1.) At the beginning of a fight Dual Saber Throw (buffed with Pulverize) is

instantly activated if there is the chance to hit several enemies. Delaying this

attack in order to find a gap in the rotation should be avoided, a delay of even 1

GCD can reduce the impact.

2.) Most fights are against a single enemy.

Two different timers are relevant: The cooldown of Dual Saber Throw is 18 seconds or

12 GCDs, Pulverize has a cooldown of 12 GCDs + time to the next critical dot.

Dual Saber Throw appears relatively late in the rotation, the distance between

triggering Pulverize and activating Dual Saber Throw serves as buffer. In the

following iterations Dual Saber Throw causes twice the damage, however the gap

between those 2 points will get smaller and smaller.

After several iterations Pulverize will be triggered at a position after Dual Saber

Throw, there are 2 options to handle this exception:

a.) Replace the unbuffed Dual Saber Throw with a better attack if energy is not an

issue.

b.) There are situations where you may keep the unbuffed Dual Saber Throw:

At the testdummy a better attack often leads to energy shortages later on.

In PVP matches there is sometimes the chance to hit several enemies, in

addition Dual Saber Throw slows down the enemy.

8. Alternative Rotations

8.1 Annihilate &amp; Rupture

About half of the game mechanics of this class are linked to dots, at the beginning

of a fight I prefer to cast the 3 dots before Annihilate. In raids it is slightly

better than the modified version described below.

(-&gt; Annihilate at Quickbar 2, pos. 1: The proc Devious Wounds will affect several

enemies after a successful dotspread. Lower chance to draw Aggro.)

The positions of Annihilate and Rupture can be switched, so Annihilate is cast

earlier. Both approaches offer different (dis)advantages, both are valid.
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8.2 Variable Attacks in Column 3

The 3 attacks after Deadly Saber are removed, Battering Assault and filling attacks

are assigned to column 3 and 6.

This variant allows to cast Battering Assault more frequently, the cooldown will

always end in one of the 2 marked columns. The alternative performs better at the

testdummy, in this environment resources are a real constraint.

There are disadvantages, e.g. sometimes Dual Saber Throw gets delayed.
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